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Trustee Overview
Last year trustees reported significant gains for York Travellers Trust amid continuing anxiety over
funding. This year we are delighted to say that the real gains have continued; we are now financially
sustainable for at least five years, even though the City of York has been obliged to cut it’s funding to
us, due to its own difficulties.
The continued growth of our education and training initiatives is a source of joy and pride. As quotations
in this report show, clients on these schemes are experiencing a real sense of liberation and selfconfidence for the first time in their lives; they also have a strong sense of being co-workers with the
Trust, rather than recipients of work. The Big Lottery’s decision to award YTT funding is important
confirmation that the effectiveness of our work is recognised by tough judges and seen to be
worthwhile. We are greatly heartened by this confidence, as well as by the funding. We are
profoundly grateful to all our funders, both established (JRCT) and new (the Henry Smith Fund). Thanks
to them, we have been able to increase staffing, giving our Chief Officer essential administrative and
educational support and enabling her to find time to play the strategic role in Gypsy Traveller issues
for which she is well equipped. One area of work which has been moving slowly is that of the new
Traveller Advisory Steering Group. This is inevitable. We are appreciative of the incremental steps that
are being achieved.
The growth of the staff team and involvement of volunteers is a source of real strength. Finally our Chief
Officer is starting to have the backup she needs and others alongside her to help respond to the daily
challenge of the unexpected. We are grateful to them all and inspired by their enthusiasm and
commitment as workers in a unique environment that would defeat many. The mix of creative thinking
and practical nous to which I referred last year shows no sign of being less needed – and no diminution
either!
For the first time, this Annual Review includes some very precise monitoring information – something that
lack of staffing has previously prevented. We are still in the early stages, as the commentary on the
tables indicates. We look forward next year to presenting longer term and therefore more balanced
data, as well as fuller analysis and interpretation. We are pleased that this first work gives us a base
on which to build. The Annual Report and accounts are available on request.
During the year there have been changes on the trustee body. Gabriele Griffin and Cathy Holman have
joined us as full trustees, bringing to the board invaluable university experience (Gabrielle) and active
involvement at the interface of health and social services (Cathy). Councillor Fiona Fitzpatrick as
consultant has brought a very strong knowledge of the issues we face and an invaluable practical
outlook. We are very appreciative of Peter Coltman’s deeply valued service as Treasurer. Having
stated his wish to hand the work on, after playing an enormous role in the successful Big Lottery bid,
Peter never the less continued to provide an important service in dealing with accounts. He moves on
with our heartfelt gratitude for all he has done for us. We have now appointed John Murphy as
Treasurer and are delighted to welcome him.
Both the trustee body and the staff, together with volunteers, feel stronger than ever before. Trustees
have great confidence in the staff team and look forward with hope and confidence to the
development of YTT’s work in 2014.

Barbara Windle - Chair
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Introduction by Chief Officer
It is thirteen years since I commenced my post at York Travellers Trust. During this time I have
encountered many challenges and difficulties along the way, especially in terms of meeting the
numerous and continuous demands of the project, and responding to the many needs identified by the
Gypsy / Traveller community.
Like many small voluntary sector organisations across the city, financial restraints and budgetary cuts
have had a detrimental impact on many of the services across the city, with some services having to be
disbanded, essential development work been threatened, and at worst, the most vulnerable,
marginalised and hard to reach groups across the city further isolated and excluded.
Over the years one of the toughest aspects of my role as Chief Officer, has been trying to secure
sustainable funding, and this years has been no exception. At the beginning of the year we were in an
extremely difficult situation whereby staff redundancies were about to be made and the possible
closure of YTT was imminent. However, I am pleased to report with a great sigh of relief that our
funding application to the Big Lottery was successful and five years funding was secured. This means
that we are in a strong position to maintain, develop and deliver our various valuable services to our
community members, alongside responding to the unmet needs of this disadvantaged community.
Over the next five years the lottery grant will help us develop new initiatives that will improve
community cohesion and active citizenship. It will give us the financial stability to provide other
educational programmes which will be beneficial in terms of integrating people into employment,
alongside developing life- long learning.
The needs of the community we serve are constantly increasing; the demand for education and training
is growing and we expect it to continue to grow. At the same time, the pressure put on the community by
the changes to the welfare benefits system is growing and the work that we need to do both in
advocacy and support is extending. This work is an essential aspect of the role of YTT and it is
imperative that this work continues in order to meet the needs of this community. One extremely
important factor to consider about the work of YTT is that we constantly respond to these needs and
that some areas of work tend to take us in directions that that can be totally new and unexpected. This
is possibly one of the most difficult, challenging and interesting aspects of our work, purely because we
never know from one day to the next what issues will arise.
This report will give the reader a clear insight into the work of the project over the past year, its
challenges and joys.
I hope you enjoy reading it.

Christine Shepherd - Chief Officer
“I am Lizzie Adams, I am a YTT Client and I love going because it is a happy place and they
always make you welcome. We have a coffee morning on Mondays and Tuesday is school for us
and on a Thursday we do healthy eating and also my daughter Janie-Anne likes to go because she
does not go to school and she goes to YTT to do her work and they let her go on the computers to
do some of her work. We go on trips and for food. I don’t know what I would do if it was not
there because it helps us to get things done” Lizzie Adams
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Projects, Aims and Objectives
YTT uses a holistic approach in order to promote social, environmental and economic
improvements for members of the Travelling community.
WHAT WE DO
•

Respond to needs identified by the Travelling community.

• Try to alleviate the social exclusion of Travellers from mainstream society and
promote inclusion and community cohesion.
• Encourage and empower Travellers to make better use of the opportunities that
society has to offer.
• Work alongside the Travelling community in an advocacy and advice capacity,
offering specialist advice.
• Strive to relieve poverty, advance the education and promote the health, social and
economic welfare of the Travelling community.
• Bridge the gap between Travellers, service providers and the wider community and
encourage a collaborative multi-agency approach to enable Travellers to access
relevant services
• Dispel negative images of Traveller culture and challenge direct and indirect
discrimination.
• Create a more harmonious relationship between Travellers and the settled
community. Enable Travellers to understand and accept other members of society and
encourage diversity.
STATEMENT OF VALUES
• The project works in a non-judgmental and non-patronising manner, always treating
clients with respect, dignity and empathy.
• It undertakes work that is not being done by anyone else and does so in a way that
Travellers can relate to and accept, unlike many of the services offered by other service
providers.
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The Past Year’s Achievements
Over the past year YTT have worked tirelessly to improve the situation for many Gypsies and Travellers
living in the York area. The positive results that we are seeing may not seem so evident to an outsider,
but for us we are definitely seeing a massive shift, especially in terms of clients engaging with our
educational and training programmes. These show positive results in terms of providing opportunities
that the Travellers may have never had, helping them gain recognised accreditations, raising
aspirations, improving their confidence and self-esteem. This gives the Travellers a voice and the
opportunity to make decisions about their own future and to act as role modeling for future generations.
We have successfully maintained our original aims and objectives, providing help, support, guidance
and advocacy. We also challenge racial discrimination and represent Travellers at both local and
national levels. Not only has YTT maintained its services but we have produced and delivered a number
of short, purpose–designed programmes of intensive training in literacy, money management, healthy
eating, parenting skills, CV-writing, communication skills and conflict resolution.

FUNDING A SUSTAINABLE YTT
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust has been instrumental in sustaining YTT over a number of years and
this support is very much appreciated. We are extremely grateful that it supports us both financially
and generally, because without this, YTT would have ceased to exist and many needs of a vulnerable
and marginalised group within the York area would certainly not have been met.
One of the most successful outcomes for YTT this year was that we managed to secure five years
funding from the Big Lottery. Before securing this new support we were in a very precarious situation.
We now have the financial stability over the next five years that allows us to maintain and develop
longer term strategies and programmes for providing much needed and valuable services. This grant
will allow us further develop new initiatives that will help improve community cohesion and active
citizenship.
The lottery grant provides us with 80% of the overall funding for the project. This is a great basis but it
was imperative that we should gain the extra 20% funding that was required to support the core costs
of the project. We are very pleased to report that the Henry Smith Trust has agreed to give us the
essential extra financial support over a three year period.
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‘MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER CONFERENCE’ 2014
After successfully securing conference funding from the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, and in partnership
with Traveller and Ethnic Minority Support Services (TEMSS), Citizens Advice Bureau, Adult Family
Learning and York St John University we have been planning a one day’s conference in York, which is
due to be held on the 17th January 2014. This multi-agency event will bring together professionals and
members of the Traveller/Gypsy community in order to share their experiences and develop best
practice. The conference will address issues of prejudice, exclusion and diversity. It will promote inclusion
by dispelling myths and by challenging widely held negative stereotypes. It will break down the
barriers, raise awareness and give an insight into this vibrant culture, thus increasing ‘outsiders’
confidence to engage with members of the Traveller/ Gypsy community.
Mistrust, fear and ignorance on both sides are often the most difficult obstacles to positive
communication. The experience of direct engagement with one another is a step towards a more
inclusive community, building relationships and better local interaction. Such an event is a first for York
and we intend to use this as a pilot to influence professionals and promote networking and engagement.
Because it is a first, we hope to learn from the event in order to be able to deliver a similar event to
members of the general public in the future. This fits into YTT’s objectives of improving community
cohesion and promoting active citizenship.

Presentations, Consultations and Forums
A percentage of YTT’s work involves giving presentations and training to various statutory, voluntary
and private organisations. We have given presentations and training to York University, schools, housing
associations, Benefits Agency, church groups, hospital, Probation Service, the Police and other various
services. The main objectives of undertaking this work is to highlight the many challenges and difficulties
that Travellers face, raise awareness of cultural issues and differences. It is also a great opportunity for
opening a dialogue between Travellers and non-travellers.

“The Travellers Trust is a very good service. It helps us when we have difficulties in
communicating verbally and in writing and getting things across to a lot of people who
don’t understand us or cannot connect with us or us with them. The service bridges the gap
and helps us put things across on the same level and is a vital service” Adele Smith
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‘NO WRONG DOOR’ CONFERENCE 2013
Our literacy group were invited to speak at the conference looking at how practitioners can work
together to ensure the best possible outcomes for the children across the city.
We presented ourselves and the project to a group of 18 conference delegates. The group discussed
how they had felt as children in education. They openly discussed the discrimination they had
encountered and the barriers they had to overcome in school. We shared the achievements of the group
and our thoughts and ideas for our future goals. Lizzie read a story she had written and the group
explained about the book they are producing. There was a question and answer session, when the
group was asked about barriers and how YTT had been able to overcome them. It was very interactive
and the evaluation responses from the delegates were all very positive.

ACCOMMODATION NEEDS ASSESSMENT
On the 22nd November, York Travellers Trust hosted a consultation event for an Independent
Accommodation Needs Assessment on behalf of the council. This was attended by 10 members of the
Gypsy and Traveller community from a range of housing. The event was very informative and a variety
of issues where raised. At times the conversation was quite heated as the community raised their
concerns; particularly their disappointment at the number of consultations they had contributed to which
in their opinion had not had any outcome. We look forward to receiving the results from this present
consultation and hope it will positively contribute to improvements in accommodation for the community.

“I thought it was good to be asked our opinion but have we got any further with it?” Billy
‘UNITING’ RESEARCH PROJECT
Over the past year YTT has worked in partnership with Professor Cath Jackson from the University of
York who is undertaking a piece of research called, ‘Uniting’ (Understanding uptake of Immunisations in
Traveller and Gypsy communities). Her research is about finding out what Travellers, Gypsies and Roma
have to say about vaccinations for their children and for themselves. The research will cover four
geographical areas: York, Bristol, Glasgow and London. It will help health care workers understand
what is important to this community in terms of immunisations and how to improve the access to these
services.
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Partnership Working
FIVE YEAR CYC GYPSY/TRAVELLERS STRATEGY
During the past year YTT has been instrumental in promoting inclusivity and community cohesion through
its involvement at strategic level with working with partnership organisations in order to develop a five
year Gypsy/Traveller Strategy Document. The strategy focuses on six areas of priority:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improving outcomes in education
Improving health and wellbeing
Improving accommodation supply and standards
Improving community safety
Employment and financial inclusion
Community engagement and partnerships

During 2012-13 eleven partner organisations from the voluntary, statutory and community sectors
worked towards producing this strategy document; YTT was instrumental in this process. YTT is pleased
to report that the local cabinet agreed the Gypsy, Roma and Traveller Strategy and Action Plan 20132018 at the cabinet meeting held in June of this year. YTT believes that York City Council has made a
real commitment to this new strategy. This means that collectively and using a multi-agency approach
we can work towards improving the many inequalities, break down some of the barriers for community
members accessing essential services, improve community cohesion and engagement and improve
lifelong outcomes and opportunities for our Gypsy/Traveller community.

TRAVELLER AND ETHNIC MINORITY SUPPORT SERVICES
Contributed by: Catherine Hemmings - Traveller and Ethnic Minority Support Services Team Leader
This has been another busy year with some significant successes in developing partnership working
with Travellers Trust. Close liaison between our services has helped to maintain close relationships with
the community, in particular those families attending the literacy classes.
At a more strategic level, Christine’s involvement in the CYC Gypsy Roma Traveller Strategy has been
critical in ensuring the voice of the community is clearly heard by those developing policy at the
highest level in the city.
At the operational level, the forthcoming conference in January will be a great opportunity for
professionals to come together to address the barriers that still exist between agencies and
community. Working closely together, we plan to deliver a memorable event!
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CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU
Contributed by: Ali Jones - CAB Outreach Worker
This specific CAB outreach project continues to provide an advice and support service to the Gypsy
and Traveller community by working in close partnership with the York Travellers Trust. Historically,
many members of the Gypsy and Traveller community have not accessed mainstream services and this
project seeks to address this issue. The outreach worker runs a drop in advice session two mornings per
week at YTT and also makes home visits or sets up appointments at CAB where necessary. The main
issues dealt with have been in relation to welfare benefit issues, especially in relation to the ongoing
changes to the benefits system; many clients in this community have required assistance with form
filling, online applications, and with making claims for disability benefits and one-off local authority
financial assistance payments. The bureau’s Social Policy team has now produced a report on the
experiences of the Gypsy / Traveller community with the welfare benefit system.
Other areas of enquiry have been debt and money management issues, housing problems and
negotiating self employment regulations.

HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT
YTT has also worked closely with Rachael Kumar from the Public Health and Wellbeing Team over the
past year in order to carry out a health needs assessment for the Traveller / Gypsy community living in
the York area. The report highlights and explores a number of health issues facing this community,
through a review of national evidence, but also by exploring the issues locally with frontline
practitioners and most importantly, the community themselves. The report draws attention to a number
of worrying health issues for this community and identifies which ones are the most pertinent locally, and
it makes a number of recommendations for improving the health and wellbeing of these community
members.
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Contributed by: Rachael Kumar - Public Health and Wellbeing Team
The staff and members of York Travellers Trust have been invaluable in supporting a community Health
Needs Assessment, which has taken place over the summer in York. The staff has offered guidance and
support with the development of a community survey and has encouraged the community to take part
by completing it. They have also contributed to a consultation process to review the sexual health
services available in the City. We look forward to working with them in the future as part of the York
Gypsy, Roma and Traveller strategy group.

ROCK CHURCH
Over the past year YTT has worked in partnership on several events with the Rock Church, Denise being
the link for YTT. The Rock Church offered to run a 2013 summer party for the community children. Kay
arrived early one Saturday morning to help set the hall up for a fun filled day. There was a bouncy
castle, arts and crafts games and food - all free of charge for all the children. The attendance was a
little disappointing but the children who did attend had a wonderful time and the parents are all eager
for us to do more. We have organised a Father Christmas visit with the Rock church and the attendance
registered so far is encouraging.
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Staff and Volunteer Update
KAY TATE: EDUCATION WORKER
Over the last 12 months a lot of my work has been training and support for return to work.
I have ensured the completion of numerous C.V.’s and letters to support individuals into work or training. I do
daily job searches via the internet, checking out updates on Job Centre Plus, Gum Tree and York Press. I
receive regular updates of vacancies available at Clifton Moor, Designer Outlet and Monks Cross and I
filter suitable opportunities for our clients. I print and keep paper copies of any vacancies and help
individuals to complete their recorded job searches. I continually research appropriate training
opportunities, costing and developing courses that match and are suitable for our learners. As an office
worker I am flexible in offering support to individuals and families with any issue they bring to YTT, such as
housing, benefits, health, finance and others.

DEAN CHESHER: ADMINISTRATOR
I started working part time at York Travellers Trust in September In the role of Administrator. I previously
had worked for six months with the Trust as a Masters Social Work student on placement and on graduating
from University, was thrilled to see a vacant post. The post offers many fantastic opportunities, with an
interesting and diverse workload and the possibility of enhancing quality of life and driving real positive
change in the lives of a marginalized and excluded community.
My main responsibilities to date have been to develop monitoring and evaluation systems. This has been to
provide quality assurance and show us what we do well and what and how we could do better. It has been
a long and exhaustive process as it is a complex matter to develop tools to monitor an organization with
many fluid and soft outcomes, but the tools are beginning to come together well and are demonstrating
some very interesting results (as can be seen in the monitoring and evaluation section of this report).
From previous experience I have a great interest in direct advocacy, support and positive intervention. The
role at Travellers Trust affords me the opportunity to work with groups and individuals in this way offering
advice, support and guidance with many issues ranging from benefits to employment to education.
It is a time of great change for the Gypsy Traveller community and I am excited to play a part in what lies
ahead. I look forward to seeing what future challenges and possibilities are afforded by my new role. I
would like to thank the staff, trustees and community of York Travellers Trust for such a warm welcome back
and for making my new role such a pleasure.
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KALLY SMITH AND DENISE LAMBERT: SUPPORT WORKERS
Kally
As a worker from the Travelling community it has been a privilege to help Travellers with needs. Over the
last year I have supported one family going through a tough time and I have been able to help them find
accommodation. They are now settled in the community.
Denise
This past year has been a full year with many different cases to deal with. I have supported and worked
with a number of families with some really complex needs involving homelessness, serious mental health
issues, drug related problems adoption, possible eviction, domestic violence, financial hardship and many
other areas of work. Such work can prove demanding and very time consuming at times, purely due to the
fact that when you think you are dealing with one particular issue for a client, it often escalates to a
multitude of problems. However, I really enjoy work because I like helping the people in my community.

VOLUNTEERING AT YORK TRAVELLERS TRUST
Canse Karatas
I am currently a volunteer at York Travellers Trust, supporting
the literature sessions, which I really enjoy. I have met some
great people and have witnessed firsthand the difference that
is made by the project. During this year the ladies have been
working on a book that will soon be published. I am honoured
to be a part of this and also really understand the hard work
and commitment involved. I am currently studying Psychology
and think this experience is so unique for me. I will continue to
volunteer for as long as possible as it’s a personal and
professional development which I am very passionate about.

Claire Wilton
I started volunteering with York Travellers Trust because I wanted to support the Gypsy-Traveller
community and help challenge the stereotypes that are believed by too many people. I also hoped it
might help me to get back into a job I left after having children. Little did I know what was about to
happen… In my second week here, I sat in on the literacy class and was blown away by the enthusiasm
and hard work of the women learning. That experience pretty much changed my life, as I started
training to teach adult literacy at York College a few weeks later. I am now teaching three fantastic
students at the Trust who are working towards a level 2 qualification. Christine and her team have been
really supportive and I have loved getting to know all the students and the other regulars who drop in
to access support from the staff at the Trust. It goes to show how volunteering for the Travellers Trust can
completely change your perspective - in ways you might not imagine!
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STUDENT PLACEMENTS
Marie E. Dunning - Student Social Worker
I have enjoyed my time at the Travellers Trust immensely. Through interactions with the Gypsy-Traveller
community I have been able to gain understanding of the issues facing this community. I have seen and
heard the discrimination and oppression that they face. I have been able to build relationships with
members who come to the Trust and this has helped me to gain deeper understanding of GypsyTraveller Culture.
I really enjoyed the Team Building event which Kay and I facilitated for the steering group. I delivered
an exercise which enabled the group to discuss values. This interactive work enabled all group members
to feel valued and to have time to talk. After I realised that ‘Facebook’ is a way in which the community
could gain valuable information about the Travellers Trust, I created a Facebook page for the Steering
Group so that they can interact, keep informed of meetings dates and discuss ideas.
I have really appreciated my time at the Travellers Trust, where I have been made to feel a part of the
group, and in particular the discussions I have had with Christine, Kay, Kally and Denise.

Advisory/Steering Group Update
We do not have any illusions that we can offer a ‘quick fix’. It is likely to take several years to bring
about change not just in educational levels but in deep rooted attitudes and expectations. Nonetheless,
we can already see signs of progress. As a direct result of our work over the past two years, a number
of Travellers have expressed a wish to play an active part both in the direction of the educational
programmes and in the work of YTT as a whole. They have formed an Advisory / Steering Group
whose primary function is to advise YTT on the needs of the Travelling community, help to devise the
educational and training strategy and then to evaluate its effectiveness. In time they plan to advocate
on their own behalf with the statutory service providers. This is a strategic step towards Gypsies and
Travellers in York taking charge of their own destiny.

The group’s mission statement is:

‘This group will give a voice to the Gypsy/Traveller community, to raise awareness of issues faced
by Travellers, to participate in the wider community to ensure inclusion and to have an active role in
some of the decision making about the future development of YTT’.
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The roles of the Advisory / Steering Group are:
• Together with the Chief Officer, to act as the Trust’s main link with Gypsies and Travellers in York.
• To learn the needs, priorities and views of Gypsies and Travellers in York and to advise the Chief
Officer and Trustees accordingly.
• To advise on policy and make recommendations for change as appropriate.
• To ensure Gypsies and Travellers in York understand the role of YTT.
• To support the Chief Officer and to work with her to set day to day priorities.
• To represent YTT on appropriate bodies and meetings, and together with the Chief Officer to
maintain links with other Gypsy and Traveller organisations.
• To gain recognition as the voice of Gypsies and Travellers in York.

A meeting was held with the Advisory Training Group to enhance and build the team. One week before
the meeting we visited a family (housed) who had expressed an interest in being part of the group.
Three members of this family turned up for the meeting, which was really positive because as the
group’s numbers have dwindled because of difficulties over child care. This makes it really hard to
identify suitable meeting times.
Six members took part and we looked at how to support, trust and respect each other, through a series
of activities and exercises. The group worked really well together. All participants embraced the
learning and were challenged through the participation in a variety of styles and different exercises.
Throughout the training session the members had to look at themselves to identify thoughts, feelings,
strengths and weaknesses and to share through different forms of communication while offering team
support.
Marie (social worker on placement) delivered an exercise which explored how each member of the
group has specific skills and strengths and how this is valued by the group. The exercise also
demonstrated how as a group there was strength and how this strength is lost if members of the group
do not support each other.

“The Steering group’s been lovely, working with other people and trying to get on with the
other people involved. It’ll be really useful when we get it up and running, it will let us take
part in things we haven’t had the chance to, let us know what’s happening and have our say”
Billy
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Support and Advocacy
“I like coming to the Travellers Trust because it helps me with sorting bills out” Shirley Smith
Over the past year we have:
•
•
•
•
•

Completed 174 benefit forms.
Supported 118 people with debt issues.
Made over a 1,000 phone calls on behalf of our clients in relation to benefits, housing and debts.
Attended and supported 4 clients at tribunals.
Completed 12 personal funding applications.

Due to the welfare reforms and the pending changes of universal credit we have again seen a marked
increase in these areas of work; we anticipate that such work is likely to grow vastly over the coming
years. This is why we have started working in partnership with the Citizen Advice Bureau, which supplies
us with an adviser two mornings a week. From 2014 all benefit forms will have to be submitted on line,
which in itself creates huge problems and difficulties for our clients, especially those who are illiterate
and who only have access to computers through YTT.
The partnership work between CAB and YTT has proved fundamental over the past year. An interim
social policy report has been produced by Rebecca Jeffrey (‘York Traveller and Gypsy Project –
Benefits and the Traveller Community’ August 2013) which clearly highlights the impact of the
introduction of the Localised Welfare Benefit changes from April 2013 for Gypsies and Travellers.

Contributed by: Rebecca Jeffrey: CAB
Many of the benefit issues faced by clients of the project are similar to those seen more generally in
bureau; however these issues often affect the Traveller community more acutely and require
additional support. In York some support is already available for the Gypsy and Traveller community,
through the CAB project and the work of York Travellers Trust. These two organisations have built up
the necessary trust with the community and are therefore the best placed to provide any additional
support.
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Employment
Over the last 12 months a lot of YTT’s work has been return-to-work training and support. The numbers
of people returning to work after their children have reached school age is increasing. This is partly
due to the recent changes to the benefit systems. Through education and training we are empowering
people to enable them to gain self belief and a more equal opportunity of securing employment.
We offer one-to-one workshops on job searching skills and knowledge, interview skills, and job
application. This is completed in a very informal way with the skills normally being passed to the client
as a secondary focus while supporting them in job searches.
We have recently identified accredited e-learning that will again enhance clients C.V’s and the
opportunities of gaining employment. The training is from Tutor Care e-learning and includes, among
others, the following units, plus more; Health and Safety, COSHH, First Aid, Drug Awareness, Food
Hygiene, Communication, Equality and Diversity and Mental Health...
2014 is looking to be employment and benefit focused and as an employee I look forward to this
challenge.
Over the past year we have:
•
•
•
•

Supported 78 people to write their CV’s.
Supported 75 people with job searches and interview techniques.
Supported 53 people to complete job applications forms, alongside writing personal references.
Have helped 26 people to secure paid employment.

Such areas of work are absolutely essential to the overall aims and objectives of YTT; over the past
year we have seen a marked increase in people wanting to develop their skills and gain recognised
qualifications / accreditations in order to secure paid employment. Traveller families are recognising
that times are quickly changing and that making a living out of traditional Gypsy / Traveller
occupations is proving to be increasingly difficult. Traditionally, Gypsy / Traveller women would not be
expected to go out to work, but because families are struggling financially, and because of the changes
in the welfare benefit system women are now having to identify and secure paid employment.

“YTT have given good, practical support with helping to find employment” Joe Boy
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Training
ADULT LITERACY GROUP
Regarding the Literacy course:

“I felt like I was laid on the floor. Then I felt like I was standing up and now I feel like I am
just started to take steps.” Maria
After responding to the community’s requests for a literacy class, and in partnership with City of York’s
Adult and Community Education we established a weekly group which provided an opportunity for
clients to work towards Level 1 or 2 qualifications. To date we have had 31 individuals involved in the
training, and the group is still going strong with new clients registering for the training.

Over the past year this group has worked towards writing their own book, which tells very interesting
and amusing, stories of their lives. The book is about to be published and is due to be launched on the
17th January 2014. Many of the people who wrote their stories for this book came from a starting point
of very basic literacy skills; it is to their credit that they have come this far. This book is a wonderful
achievement.

“I was nominated for an award because of my
improved literacy. The ceremony was held at
York Explore. There were about 100 people
there. I felt nervous as I have never done
anything like that before and although I didn’t
‘win’ the award I had a great evening.” Kally
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Contributed by: Jane Dwyer: CYC Adult Learning

Another Year of Learning and Fun
We are nearing the end of the second Skills for Life English course, at the Travellers’ Trust. The returning
group was joined this year by six new learners, and the group has recently had enquiries from two new
ladies, to start in the new academic term.
The course runs for three terms (an academic year) and this year has been especially busy. I am not
quite sure where the time has gone, but there hasn’t been a dull moment. I am hoping that the group has
had as much fun as I have.
The returning learners have worked hard to get to grips with the new Functional Skills qualification,
which City of York Council is running for the first time. The new qualifications are more comprehensive
than the previous qualifications we offered the ladies in the group have been working incredibly hard
on the three main skills areas: reading, writing and speaking and listening.
The learners working at entry level have nearly completed all of their assessments and have done
brilliantly. As well as demonstrating that they are competent in comprehension and writing simple and
compound sentences, with an increased understanding of punctuation, they have made outstanding
contributions to discussion activities.
The learners working at level 2 (the highest level we offer) have had a real challenge getting to know
the terminology of the new qualification, which looks very different to the National Test (the reading
paper passed last year). Thanks to the support of our fantastic volunteer, Claire, these ladies have
benefitted from some intensive tuition to develop critical reading skills, identify the purpose of different
(complex) texts and have learnt about style and formats to be able to recognize these features in the
reading exam, and to be able to recognise these features in the reading exam, and to be able to write
a wide range of texts ‘suitable for purpose and audience’.
The ladies working at level 2 have also had to complete speaking and listening activities and both gave
passionate and informative presentations to the managers and their peers.
The aim of the new qualifications is to give learners literacy skills which are meaningful, purposeful and
focus on real-life scenarios. Learners at all levels have been working on a class project: planning,
preparing, writing and illustrating their stories to form a book. The learners have taken an active role in
the decision making; their speaking and listening assessment saw them considering the format, size and
content of the book and coming to a conclusion..
The book has been an exciting project and is in its final stages. The ladies have decided that they would
like to see it on the shelves of the libraries, being used for educational purposes by other groups and
seen as an example of what can be achieved by the Traveller community. I cannot wait to see it in print,
knowing that each of the stories has been written with such care and enthusiasm. This is a group full of
learners that can achieve so much as individuals, but what impresses me is how this group work together
to support and encourage each other.
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Poem taken from the Different Lives, the book created by the literacy group:
Toby
I dread having to go to school, every day it’s the same.
Some children are nice but the ones that call me ‘mucky Gypo’ really spoil my
day.
My teacher seems to think its ok, she never tells them to stop, but if I act a bit silly
she shouts and sends me out.
I just want to go to school and learn, make friends and have fun.
I feel angry when people call me a ‘mucky Gypo’, I’m just Toby!
The children play all having fun, the horse on the stand, all having a go one by one.
They get a bucket, for the smaller ones to be able to get on.
There’s not a lot of space to play, but they don’t let that get in their way.

POSITIVE PARENTING
Over the past two years 20 individuals have gained a certificate in positive parenting, with a further
course planned for February 2014 after securing funding from the ‘Strengthening Families
Strengthening Communities Programme’.

OTHER ACCREDITATION
In the year under review:
• 10 people have achieved an AQA accreditation in communication skills.
• 8 people gained an AQA accreditation in promoting involvement and peer presentation.
• 9 people gained an AQA accreditation in introduction to equality issues.
• 10 people gained an AQA accreditation in committee skills.
• To date YTT have awarded 68 AQA unit awards to individuals since becoming an accredited
centre, these figures are expected to increase substantially over the next five years.
• At present we have 11 people registered for our E Learning Programmes, and to date five people
have been awarded certificates in Food Safety, Health and Safety and First Aid. It is anticipated
that these numbers will also increase over the next five years, with further learning opportunities
offered.
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Events
SUMMER PARK PROJECT
During August 2013 we arranged to meet with mums with children at local parks. The mums had
requested some kind of summer events but as monies were restricted and the participation in recent
coffee mornings was beginning to lessen, the Advisory / Steering Group decided that we would supply
a picnic and arrange dates and times for families to meet at local parks during the summer holidays.
Kally and Denise visited all sites and spoke to others in houses to spread the word about dates and
times. This was also advertised via our Facebook page. Three dates were organised and all main areas
of community work were covered. All three events were well attended and we all had fun, the lovely
summer weather enabled the events to go ahead. There was no cost to the children or mums and this
was appreciated. Evaluation of the park project proved it was a success. We intend to repeat it
annually.

MACMILLAN COFFEE MORNING
We were approached by Shirley Smith to support her in organising a charity fund raising coffee
morning on behalf of Mac Millan Trust. This fund raising event is a national event and we wanted to
support such a good cause. The Advisory / Steering Group members and staff all agreed to either
bake or bring in cakes to sell on the morning. The morning was well attended and lots of goodies were
sold. Shirley raised over £60 for the appeal.
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Monitoring and Evaluation Information
As a part of our successful lottery bid, York Travellers Trust has employed an administrator, whose
primary responsibility is to improve and develop monitoring and evaluation systems.
These new systems have delivered a clearer insight into all aspects of our support including detailed
demographics. We now monitor demand for our services and how support is delivered. This enables us
to identify successes and areas for further development and improvement.
All data below has been gathered from the first 6 months/24wks of the Big Lottery grant 3/6-18/11/2013.

Above is a breakdown of the housing circumstances of those we provide support to (taken over a
randomly chosen sample week). This clearly shows that we are successfully engaging and delivering
support to members of the community who are housed and on the Clifton site.
The figure also shows that we need to improve relationships and strengthen our support to those living
on James Street and more urgently the Osbaldwick sites. The issues of engaging with the latter sites
may be due to distance. Therefore the Trust has plans to deliver a Parenting course at Osbaldwick
children’s centre, increase support worker visits and to use the planned CYC site office to show an
increased presence on the site. Through this we hope to improve relationships and increase trust with the
Osbaldwick community.
The ‘Other’ column identifies individuals who reside on the road side and on sites outside of York. As
these figures are only taken from one sample week, this does not give a full reflection of all our contact
with these individuals. Their attendance is inevitably sporadic (due to their transient stays in any
locality). In future evaluations we will be able to give a more complete picture using an average taken
from our newly developed monitoring systems.
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The figure above clearly shows the much higher rate of females to male attendees at the Trust. Although
this seems disproportionate, we feel that it is a true reflection of how the community access services. We
also feel that providing services to women within the community will have the most impact as through
supporting them and aiding their development it is possible to improve quality of life and increase
opportunities for entire families.

The above figure is also taken over a sample week. This shows that we are successfully providing
support to those in their 40s and a reasonable number of people in the age demographics of teens to
30 year olds. It highlights that support for those over 50 could be an area to be developed alongside
opportunities for children (although figures do not capture the sporadic attendance of children at the
trust – e.g. much higher in school holidays).
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*

*Wednesdays are used for field work including meetings, site and home visits

As we build up our monitoring and evaluation, we shall continue to watch the attendance figures to
better understand their significance and develop strategies and services accordingly.

The above figure shows a breakdown of support needs met by the Trust for members of the Gypsy
Traveller community (taken over the last six months). Using YTT amenities is by far the highest
percentage of support provided, which in many cases requires support from Trust staff (e.g. Support
with discussing bills with professionals, assistance with accessing IT and literacy support). We believe the
high demand for IT access is due to the continuing move of services and amenities to the internet. In
response we have managed to source four new computers (donated by Joseph Rowntree Charitable
Trust) and are actively seeking further donations. We will also deliver IT training starting in January.
Training is our second most attended provision and highlights the success of our provision and the
enthusiasm of the community for development and learning. Other areas highlight individual support
that is provided by staff, especially financial advice, housing, employment and literacy support (e.g.
helping individuals to read and understand documents). This chart emphasizes the need for the Trust to
continue to provide quality training and highlights finance management and employment as areas for
future development.
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Our Staff Team
Staff

Volunteers

Trustees

Steering Group

Chief Officer: Christine Shepherd

Lesley Smith

Chair: Barbara Windle

Pauline Smith

Education Worker: Kay Tate

Lizzy Addams

Secretary: John Mitchell

Laura Jane Smith

Administrator: Dean Chesher

Canse Karatas

Treasurer: Peter Coltman

Sally Ann Smith

Support Worker: Denise Lambert

Claire Wilton

(to Dec 2013)

Billy Smith

Stephen Pittam

Caroline Smith

Support Worker: Kally Smith

Gabrielle Griffin
Cathy Holman

We, as Staff and Trustees, would like to thank everybody, including and those we have
partnered, who has helped make 2013 such a success. We would especially like to thank
the Gypsy/Traveller community of York, without whose support, enthusiasm and trust the
service would not exist.

THANK YOU!!

“I love coming to York Travellers Trust. I don’t know what I’d do without them, they help me
in a lot of things and I’d be lost without them” Dinah Mulvenna
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